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This paper is intended to clarify the relationships among different approaches 
to Euclidean Fermi fields. The previous work being considered can be found in: 
Osterwalder and Schrader [7], Gross [5], Schrader and Uhlenbrock [IS] and 
Osterwalder [6]. 
The construction of the Osterwalder-Schrader fields is carried out in the first 
part of this paper. The smeared fields are defined directly in a standard Fock- 
Cook representation. Thus no estimates are required to establish the existence 
of the smeared fields, and the consistency and rotational covariance of the 
construction are immediate. 
The free Dirac field is then defined. In the standard constructions of the 
free Dirac field [7] a certain amount of dedication is required to check con- 
sistency, Lorentz covariance, and locality. In the construction presented here 
some effort has been made to make the labor involved in checking the details 
as insignificant as possible. 
Once the Schwinger functions for the free Dirac field are defined their 
representation in terms of the Osterwalder-Schrader fields is demonstrated. 
This result is proved in much the same manner that Gross [5] used to prove a 
more complicated result for the Yukawa model. The proof is included partly 
because it is naturally simpler than that in [5] and partly because the different 
definitions adopted here make translations from [S] and (71 difficult. Incident]? 
the complications in this proof are absent from [7] because they use “Wick’s 
theorem.” the proof of which would necessarily involve similar consid- 
erations. 
‘I’he next part of the paper is devoted to a comparison of the unitary dilation 
analysis in [ 151 and the map W constructed in [7]. It is shown that W =:. T(w) 
where ZL’ is a complex linear map from the ‘one particle’ Euclidean Hilbert 
space to the ‘one particle’ Dirac space which compresses the unitary Euclidean 
time translations into the contraction semi-group associated with the Dirac 
equation. The term ‘one particle’ is qualified since the Hilbert spaces involved 
are each double the size of the usual one particle spaces. The connection between 
this doubling and Euclidean rotational covariance is especially transparent. 
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The doubling permits one to “straighten out” the complex structures involved. 
This is important if the map w is to be complex linear. 
The third section of this paper concerns the lattice approximation to the free 
Euclidean field. Osterwalder-Schrader positivity and the positivity of the 
transfer matrix are proved. This approximation has applications to interacting 
fields (see [6, I1 , 12, 19]), but this is not considered here. 
The first part of the final section of this paper is concerned with a very simple 
connection between the Osterwalder-Schrader construction [7] and the trace 
representation of the Schwinger functions in Gross [S]. Although the connection 
is no surprise to anyone, I thought it was interesting to make it explicit. 
The second part of the last section is devoted to a theorem on the change of 
covariance for “Berezin functionals” defined by a formula of Gross (see [5]). 
This result is intended as a preliminary to the study of more singular changes 
of covariance. An understanding of more singular perturbations might be 
useful in simplifying the developments in the cluster expansion for the Yukawa 
model [16, 171. 
Suppose yIC (12 = l,..., d) are hermitian symmetric matrices on a complex 
inner product space F satisfying the generator relations for the Clifford algebra 
%(Rd) over Rd: ylcyi + ‘/jyI; = 2Sj, . Assume further that the matrix algebra 
generated by the matrices yx (k = I,..., d) is irreducible on F. When d is even 
this determines the representation of the matrices yIE up to unitary equivalence. 
When d is odd observe that the matrix y1 ... yd commutes with all the matrices 
yk.. If d = 2v + 1 let s = 1 or i according as ZI is even or odd. Then y =: 
syi ... yd is self-adjoint and y2 = 1. The 51 eigenspaces of y will be reducing 
subspaces for the algebra generated by the matrices yk. In this case (d odd) 
we follow Brauer and Weyl[2] and will henceforth deal only with the irreducible 
representation in which y =+ I. 
For the convenience of the reader we summarize those results of [2] which 
will be needed here. For d even, the representation of V(Rd) which we consider 
is a faithful representation of %‘(/fV) onto M(F), the full matrix algebra over F. 
For d odd the representation is a faithful representation of %?( Rd) mod[ 1 - y] 
onto M(F). Here [I - y] is the ideal generated by 1 - yin V(‘Rd). Let R E SO(d) 
and consider the transformation y,; + y; = x:j”=, Rjkyj . It is easy to check 
that y;y; + yiy; = 28/, . Furthermore y is mapped into y’ = (det R)y = y 
so that yIC + y; preserves the ideal [I - y]. Hence the map yk --) yi extends to 
an automorphism of either %?(Rd) or U(Rd) mod[l - y]. It follows that in our 
representation yk + y; extends to an automorphism of M(F). 
The full matrix algebra M(F) has only inner automorphisms and consequently 
there exists a matrix S(R) E M(F) such that: 
S(F) ykS(R)-l = i Rjkyj R E SO(d). 
,=l 
The condition y$ = y,: may be used to show that S(R)*S(R) commutes with 
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yh (k --- I,..., d). The algebra generated by the matrices y,< is irreducible and 
this implies that S*(R) S(R) . IS a multiple of the identity. If we normalize S(K) 
so that det S(R) = &I it follows that S”(R) S(R) =I I. The map R --t S(K) 
gives a two valued unitary representation of S’~(G’). 
Now define yd = iyd and yI; = yli for k == 1, 2,..., tl- I. As above one ma!- 
show that there is a 2-valued representation S of ,5’0(n - I, I ) on F such that: 
S(L) yJ(L)-’ =- i L,,y, L E ,W(d - I, I) 
I=1 
\Ve will distinguish this representation from the preceeding one 1~~ specifying 
the location of the argument, eitherL E S0(~t - I, 1) or R E SO(d). Again usin,q 
yj =m y,, one may check that y,J(L)*y,J(L) commutes with all y,, Sormalizing 
S(L) so that det S(L) = ,: I it follows that y,,.S(L)‘y,,S(L) : :- 1. .l closer 
examination shows that -. I occurs when IJ is an orthochronous element in 
.S~(C/ - I, I) (see [2], p. 441). We will write SO (d -- I 1 I) for the orthochro- 
nous Lorentz group. The map L + S(L) gives a I-x~lued representation ot’ 
.YO-‘(n -~ I, I) which preserves the hermitian form . . y(, ., ,; on F. 
V1:e now construct the Osterwalder-Schrader Euclidean Fermi fields anti 
give the connection with the relativistic D rac field. Let Xb, - 1I l ‘l(Rd; F F) 
be the usual Sobolev space of order - i with x.alues in the real inner product 
space F c F. Thus the inner product of two elements f and ,q in 3; is: 
where w(p)? =- p* ;- nz* andj(p) = (2n)m” p J”~~~J(x)P- ~J’J rls. Define a complcs 
structure fl, on &: by: 
~;j(P) = 
0 im - p -_ -~ r 1 i,~ -t- p w(p) j(p). ---..- w(P) 0 
In this formula p = &p,yj . A direct calculation insures that ‘1,” - 1 
and /Jg = --fl, on 3$ We will write (XE , /lt) for the complex Hilbert space 
SE with “multiplication by d-1” given by the operator il, and hermitian 
inner product given by: 
/f,gjE = (f,Ri - i,'A,f,g, 
There is a natural action of iSO on &$: 
u(R, r)f(x) == S(R) @ S(R)f(Rm l(x - 1’)). 
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Because p transforms as a scalar under this representation, it follows that 
u(R, Y) commutes with A,. Thus the map (R, Y) + u(R, Y) gives a projective 
2tnitary representation f iSO on (ZE, A,). Let A(XE, A,) be the A,- 
complex alternating tensor algebra over (SE , A,). For f, g E SE , let u(g) and 
a*(f) be the annihilation a d creation operators on A(PE, A,) which satisfy 
u*(f) a(g) + u(g) a*(f) = <f, g),l. The operator u*(f) = u(f)* on A(ZE , 
A,) and it is understood here and at each future introduction fannihilation 
and creation operators that u(f) u(g) + u(g) a(f) = 0 (see [3] for details). 
We will write i for the complex structure on HE which this space inherits 
from F. Define projections Ek on &$ by rE* = $(l F iA,). Observe that the 
projections v,$ commute with A, and with the representation u(R, r) on PE , 
The Osterwalder-Schrader F mi field is given by: 
For a unitary U on (HE , A,) define the unitary r(U) on A(J& , &) by 
r(U)=10 U@(U@ U)@ .... Itis well known that I'(U)u(f)I'(U)* = 
u(U’). [3]. Thus if U(R, r) = P(zl(R, Y)) then: 
Let Q be the conjugation on tic defined by: 
We will write Q* = $(l & Q). If lE denotes the vector 1 @ 0 @ 0 ... in 
A(tic , A,) our object in the remainder of this section will be to show that the 
Schwinger functions for the free Dirac field may be expressed as vacuum 
expectations ofthe following type: 
where fj E Q+XE and g E Q)_3Ep, . Observe that Q commutes with u(R, Y), and 
that Y(f) and Y*(g) will anti-commute when f~ Q+HE and g E Q-tiE. Thus 
the rotational invariance and the symmetry of the Schwinger functions will be 
manifest in this representation. 
We begin with the construction of the free Dirac field. Let E~ = 1 and 
l /G = -1 (iz = I,..., d - I) and write ~(9, q) = p,q, - Cilip,q, for the 
Lorentz inner product. Let Vm = {p E Rd ) ~(p, q) = m2} denote the mass 
shell and V?w,* = {p G VT” ( p, 2 O}. If Y(iP, F) is the Schwartz space of 
functions on Rd with values in F, then there is a natural action of iSO(d - 1, 1) 
on such functions given by: 
u(L, Z)f(p) = &‘D~Z) S(L)f(L-p). 
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I\jow define a matrix valued multiplication operator R(p) on Y’(iw”, F) b!, 
Q(p) == J- + i/2mt(y, p). It is easy to check that Q(p) commutes with the 
action u(L, 1) of iSO(d - 1, 1). 
Let X0 be the space of functions on %wt which are restrictions offunctions,f 
in Y(EP, F) to V?;,,, such that Q(-p)f(p) = 0 for p E El,, . Because the mass 
shell is invariant under the action of the Lorentz group and since Q( -p) com- 
mutes with u(L, I) it follows that u(L, I) acts naturally on 3’“. Let C& ind~‘- k
co(k) be the Lorentz invariant measure on FY7?, and define a real inner product on 
,;y‘O bv. _ . 
This inner product is obviously invariant under the action of u(L, Z) fog 
1, E SO+(d - 1, 1). To see that it is positive definite first observe that Q(p) 
Q(--p) 8~ I. Th us if f E X0 it follows that Q(p)f( p) :-= .f( p). An elementary 
calculation demonstrates that: 
where n~i-(k) =: I- & (1/2w(k))[-1;:: njkj t- my,] with Q, iydys and p 
(k, pd) E R--r x [WI. The observation that 7~*(k)‘~ :-: r?(k) and r’(K)” :- v z(k) 
is useful in this calculation, 
The Hilbert space completion of X0 in the norm above u-ill be denoted by. X 
Let /l be the complex structure on 3’ which is multiplication by i for functions 
in .i// supported on VV’,,I and multiplication by --i for functions in .Y supported 
on e,,,-. The complex structure fl is defined in this manner so that the self- 
adjoint generator of time translations is positive. If etH is the one parameter 
group of time translations our convention is to call /lW the self-adjoint generator 
of time translations. It is obvious that /I commutes with z&C, I) when 1, t 
SYP(d - 1, 1). Thus u(L, I) gives a projective unitary representation of 
iSO+(d - 1, 1) on (X, A). We will use the notation ‘, f, g, AI ;=- C’ j, 6,’ - A,&, g 
for the Hermitian inner product on (X’, A) and also for the inner product on 
.4(X, A). Here A(*, /l) denotes the alternating tensor algebra over (X, .l). 
Write u(f) and a*(g) for the annihilation and creation operators on ‘-Z(,P’, .!I) 
satisfying u*(g) a(f) $- ti(f) a*(g) = (f,g),I. The complex structure i on F 
extends to a complex structure on & which evidently commutes with the 
unitaries u(L, I). Hence the projections P = &(I T i/l) also commute with the 
action of the Poincare group and we define the free Dirac field $ by: 
l+(j) = a*(7rf) + a(wf) ,fE.iy. 
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To see how a local field emerges from this construction we introduce the 
covariant Fourier transformf(p) = (27~-(~-r)/~ j”nd eit(“*P)f(x) dx and a map Q: 
Y( BP, F) + ,X defined by: Qf( p) = Q( p)f( p). Now define the operator valued 
distribution Y = sl, oQ. The function x ---f S(L)f(L-l(x - 1)) is mapped by Q 
to u(L, 1) Qf; thus if U(L, 1) = r(u(L, 1)) we have: 
c’(L, 2) Y(f(.)) U(L, z)* = Y(S(L)f(L-l(. -1))). 
It is customary to identify a “kernel” C/J(X) for #: 
‘W = JRd (VW, Y~~(x))F dx. (1.4 
In making a connection with other constructions of the Dirac field this 
“equation” is useful. The “kernel” r/~(x) will be the same regardless of the 
means by which the smeared fields are defined. Observe that (1.2) and the 
Lorentz invariance of the inner product (., yd .) on F formally guarentee that 
the “kernel” 4(x) transforms under conjugation by U(L, 1) as a spinor field. One 
might also observe that (c, is i anti-linear so that the pairing in (1.2) is natural. 
It will prove to be convenient to identify .Y with a space of solutions to the 
Dirac equation. If Jg X’s define: 
sgn(p,) e@cX, P) f(p) dp( p). 
m 
(1.3) 
The function f is then a solution of the Dirac equation: 
This equation may also be written (t = NJ 
As is well known H is skew-adjoint with domain H1(iW1, F) in L2(lFP1, F) and 
consequently generates a one parameter unitary group etH on L2(Rd-l, F). 
It is not hard to check that ifflf Pa then the norm off in .Y? is equal to the 
L2(R-1, F) norm of the restriction of f(x), given by (1.3), to the hyperplane 
xd = 0. We shall call the map J-~(X) I ,xd = 0 the Cauchy data map. The 
complex structure .4 on X is carried by this Cauchy data map into a complex 
structureonL2(ll?P1,F)which we shall also denote by/l. Thiscomplex structure is: 
g:(k) = w(k)-1 
t 
‘dy icxjkj + . zvd fW 
1=1 
) 
= (in+(k) - in-(k)){(k). 
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The C’auchy data map from .fl” to L2(Rdm l, F) is easily seen to have a dense 
range and thus extends to a unitary map from (.H, A) onto (L2(lW1, F), dl). We 
henceforth identify .F with L2(R”-r,F) by this unitary map. Now suppose 
f t J7’( Rd -1, F) and f @ S( x, xd) = f(x) 8(x& Then S(f @j 6) makes sense as 
an element of .F’. The Cauchy data representative for Q(fg 6) is computed tc) 
be j~~.f(~) (this is the reason for sgn(p,) in (1.3)). Substituting this back in (I .?I 
one finds a useful equation for the time zero field: 
\Ve will exhibit the locality of the field $(x) b y writing down a formula foi- 
the anti-commutator Y(g)* Y(f) -+ Y(f) Y(g)*. Suppose f, g E -V(W, F), and 
let J(s) = f(~, .) be regarded as a function of its first variable with values in 
L’(R d ‘, F). Then: 
Y(g)* Y(f) -c Y(f) Y(g)* =-= f’ ds fz dt(e” “JHtq(s)J(t) pi. 
I -~< I ., 
\Ve will use the notation ,_” , .ji for the usual i hermitian inner product on 
L”(F-2” Al, F). When f and g have space-like separated supports the right hand 
side will be zero since the Dirac equation is hvperbolic in the time direction, 
We now describe the Schwinger functions for the free Dirac field. Let u be 
the self-adjoint operator in L”(W I, F) with domain H’(R” r7 F) given by: 
Suppose f~ Domain of eltw. We define the relativistic fields at imaginarv time 
tbv: 
+(f ; t) := ~*(e-~~J7c-f) 7. a(e% 1.) 
d(f ; t) = = #(Ydf; - t) *. 
This definition is motivated by the fact that e ‘i~f’OJ) 4(f) etdl‘(lu) -= #(f ; t) 
(modulo domain considerations). Observe that $(.f ; t) is a bounded operator 
when.fe Domain eQ”. Now suppose that emQO’fj(r) and e ‘(,J gj(t) are continuous 
functions of t with values in L2(lW -1, F) and: 
rr, 
I 
I/ e*f~yj(t)l~l, dt < co (; = I,..., S)
- -7z 
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Write &(t) = 2-lj2 $(fi(t); t) (j = l,..., IV) and fN+j(t) = 2Y2 $(gj(t); t) 
(j = l,..., IV); the Schwinger functions for the free Dirac field are: 
In this formula C(V) is the sign of the permutation rr and 1 = 1 @ 0 @ 0 ... E 
A(.#, A). 
THEOREM 1. Iffi andgi (i = l,..., N) are given 03 above then: 
S(fi “‘.fN;g~“‘gN)=(lb.~~(f~,O)~~*(O,g~)~~). 
j=l i=l 
We will prove this result by a direct calculation for N = 1. The general case 
will follow once we establish the reduction formula: 
(1.5) 
For brevity we use (.). to denote vacuum expectations. A similar reduction 
formula was used by Gross in [5]. 
First we do the calculation for N = 1. 
Wf, 0) y*KA d>o = <TE+(f, 01, (0, d>E 
Substituting fl( p) = (2~r)-l/~ s e-i”“tf(t; k) dt and j(p) = (27r)-lj2 f e+‘@g(s; k) ds 
and then isolating the dp, integration one encounters the integral: 
- 
1 
44Yd+ + - m e(s-t)w(k) 
s 
m - $5 
p2+m2 e 
-il)dbS) (.jp, = 24k) 
t>s 
2x 4k)yd - 8 + m e~t-s,w~k~ 
(1.6) 
24k) 
t<s 
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We used the identity: 
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for t :J 0. Since ydr*(k) = (2w(k))-l(y,p(k) & (-$ -2 TH)) it follows that: 
::Y(f, 0) Y”(0, g))” = 4 J-1 ds J-‘, df(& -s%r’/(f), ydg(s) ‘, 
= w;.d. 
Now we turn to a proof of the reduction formula (1.4). It is convenient to 
introduce some notation for the statement of a lemma that will have (1.4) as a 
consequence. Suppose tj(t) (j = 0, I,..., m) are norm continuous operator 
valued functions of t such that: 
.i 
a 
I/ &(t)ll dt< co (j = O,..., m). 
50 
We will write: 
Suppose t,,(t) L= a*(t) + a(t) with a*(t) and a(l) each norm continuous and 
norm integrable on R. Write [il, BJ = AB + B,4 and define: 
LEMMA 1.0. I’ [fj(s), a*(t)] and [&(s), u(t)] are scaiursforj = I,..., m and 
all s, t E KY, then: 
X j= a(t) dt + 2 (-1)” I- G&) ds T[t, ..’ i, ... [,I (1.7) 
-cc k=l -7z 
& sZgn$ies that & is omitted. 
Proof, In the definition of T[[, .‘. &,J isolate those terms in which [,,(tk) 
appears and make the change of variables tj -+ tj (k +- 1 -< j :a< n), t, - t and 
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tj -+ ti+l (0 <j < k - 1). With the appropriate adjustment in the sign of the 
permutation one has: 
m-0 ... E*l 
I; 
= fy j* dt, .*. jt2 dtlI;L1 
I 1 
w- lF44 Sd&) ... W) ..* &+7&n) 
n k=l --m --z 
where t, = -co, t,+l = too. 
In the following sum we write E,,(t) = u*(t) + u(t) and move u*(t) to the 
left and u(t) to the right picking up anti-commutators along the way: 
The last term is obtained by reversing the j and k summation in the preceeding 
step. 
When the first wo terms of this last expression are substituted back into the 
formula for T[& ... &,,I the first wo terms of the desired result are obtained. 
Recalling the definition of G,(s) the remaining term in the formula for T[&, ... e,] 
is: 
Consider now*those terms in this sum for which q(j) = h. The (m - 1) 
tuple (n(l) ... r(j) ..’ n(m)) is then a permutation n’ of (I,..., A ..., n). Since 
/ k - j / transpositions are required to move r(j) into the R’th position without 
changing the order of the other elements in (r(l) ... z(m)) it follows that (T(T) =L 
(-lpjl a(n’). 
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The sum we are considering becomes: 
‘Thej summation may now be done and the last term in (I .7) is the result. 1 
The reduction formula (I .4) is an immediate consequence of this lemma. ‘1’0 
see this let ~1 -i 1 =L 2.N and tj(t) = $(fiil(t); t) for j 0, I,..., \- .- I and 
thi -,(t) $(g, rl(t); t)j = 0, I ,..., AT - I. Also let n’(t) CE~(C’% fi(t)) and 
~(1) n(&r fi(t)). The hypothesis of the lemma is satisfied and if one takes 
vacuum expectations on both sides of (I .7) then the first wo terms on the right 
hand side drop out and one is left with: 
!\ “72 __. 
.S(,f, f, ; ,<I, . ,?,\I) ~~ 1 (--1)NcL2 1 j GT;(s) ds s(fl ...jv;g, ‘.. ,& ... yv). 
i. ~= I * 
Those terms in which two argumentsf, and!, are contracted in the Schwinget 
function are necessarily zero since the Schwinger functions are invariant under 
the substitutionf, -+ eiajj ,g3 -j &g, for all real a. 
-An elementary calculation shows that: 
i 
% __ 
2-l G,(s) ds = -S(f, . ga). 
. -% 
This completes the proof of (1.4). 4 
The other reduction formula (1.5) is very simple. Suppose f, , gj E &$ for 
j .= 1 ... .Y. Then (I,, Y(y(fr) ... Y*(gN)IE) = (I,, u(nE%) Y’(fJ ‘.I Y*(gN)lk:). 
On the right hand side we move n(xl.lji) to the right picking up the anti- 
commutators: 
This completes the proof of (1.5) and Theorem I as well. 1 
2. In [7] Osterwalder and Schrader construct a map TV from the 
Euclidean Fock space to the relativistic Fock space which they use to prove a 
lrersion of O.S. positivity and a F. I(. X. formula. \Ve will give an alternative 
description of this map which is intended to clarify its relationship with the 
unitary dilation space analysis in [ 151. Define a Hilbert space X’\, A d (7) # 
and a complex structure rl,, = /I @ (--(1) on q\, Let l..,, be the orthogonal 
operator on q,, given by I:,$, -= [zr $3. L:sing the fact that /I i;-r -. in one 
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may check that U,(/l @ (-/l))Uz = (4) @ i. Thus U, is a unitary map 
from (tiM , AM) to (tiM, (-;) 0;). 
On XE = H--112 @ H-i/s define an orthogonal operator by: 
i 
i 
$--im’ 
&f(P) = 2-lJ2 w(P) p + im 
w(P) 
i 
An elementary calculation shows that U+l,U$ = (-4) @ i. Thus U, is a 
unitary map from (HE , &) to (.c&, (-z) @ i). Using U, and U, to straighten 
out the complex structures on &” and HE it is now a simple matter to exhibit 
(SE , &) as the unitary dilation space over (ZM , clM) for the contraction semi- 
group e-tw on &’ (t > 0). Let j, be the complex linear isometric injection from 
(sM , (4) @ ;) into (HE , (-i) @ i) defined by: 
ihk Pd) = [2(P2 + m2>1-“” WW [A 
The adjoint map j$ is then given by: 
(2.0) 
]$f(k) = 2-l/2 
s 
m 44 
---yi [:, -mp2+ ",,I f(k Ed) dh . 
If u(t) = eipdt is the unitary group of “time” translations on SE then a 
straightforward calculation shows that $$(t) js = eetw. Since u(t) and e-tw 
commute with U, and U, respectively itfollows that the partial isometry 
w = u*,j;uE f rom (ZE, (I,) onto (&‘+, (1,) will compress u(t) into the 
semi-group e-tw. 
The map I may almost be identified with the map W constructed by 
Osterwalder and Schrader except that they project w onto the first summand 
inZ& =X@Z?. 
The reader may have observed that the choice of the orthogonal matrix 
[i :J in (2.0) is arbitrary except that it should commute with (-i) @ i. The 
reason for our choice is the desire that w provide a simple expression for O.S. 
positivity. 
We will describe this positivity property next. It is not hard to see that if 
V(P) = f(k -pd and 
(2.1) 
then B is a &-linear unitary map on (ZE , fl,) such that e2 = 1. Let SE+ be 
the subspace of SE such that f E .&+ if and only if U, f (x) = 0 for xd < 0. 
We shall compute (oft g)E when f, g E S&+. 
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In the Fourier transform variables the map t’,PU$ is: 
0 
-ip -f m 
I w(P) --
&Jo . 
‘I’hus if r’,f : z F = (Fl , F2) and C,g =I G : (G, , G,) we have: 
<fy,g‘ E =ii-ip-m O / I w(P) \ -ip+ m 1 a,,,P(p), G(p) ‘; dP ---- . ti 0 w(P) w(P) - ' (-i)Fj 
s: 
i%ow substitute r?(p) = ( l;27912) JrF(t; k) em i’rdt cli and c(p) = (I /2&2) x 
G(s; k) e i7’dS s in the last expression and do the dp, integration using (1.6). 
In the expression that results make the substitutionP(k) = J,” [i t,J F(t; k)e -mtcrrfJL)dt 
and e(R) m= J’r [i :J G(s; k) e-SW(k) ds. The result is: 
(W> .r)E - f (+)&(k), &k))-, dk 1 1 s r’ (k) I?(k), e,(k) \i dk 
-.p 1 .p” 1 
‘I’he right hand side is the inner product in (.X, A) of ?r pz t 71-p~ with 
‘in G, .~ YT G, . Returning to the definitions one may check that r epz r n-p1 is 
the projection on the first summand in 3” @ .B of (2/nl’2)2$ If we write z~,f 
for this projection we have: 
This equality implies: 
~:r(Ql, B,), = (I’(w,)A, 17(~,)B: ., 
where .g, BE A(SEt) and Y(w,): A(~53 -+ A(X). We will show how this 
result mav be used to prove the positivity property of Osterwalder and Schrader. 
Let E(h)‘~m: Y(iv(h,) I- Y*(h,) where h = (h, , h,) E &$ . Define: 
-4 = c A,9(h,J ... E(h*,) 
and 
where the sum is over some finite collection of multi-indices Y
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Suppose that each A,(x) in the definition of A is zero when x’~ < 0. The 0. S. 
positivity property is ( lE , @Ale) 3 0 for such a choice of A. To prove this 
observe first hat (lE, A$Al,) = (I’(8)AlIC, AIE). If one knew that AIE E 
J(J&+) then (r(B)Al,, AIE) = (I’(w,)AIE , F(w,)A~~)~ >, 0. The creation 
operator in Z(h) is a*[?r,-(h,; 0) + vE+ (0, ha)]. But a straightforward calculation 
shows that U,(~~m(h, , 0) $ nEm-(O, ha)) = 2-l12(hl ,h2). The-support properties 
for h thus guarantee that r&h1 , 0) + 7rEl~(0, h ) is in c??,~‘-. Since A lE is a sum 
of tensor products of such vectors it follows that AIE E A(SE+). 
3. In this section we introduce a lattice version of the Osterwalder- 
Schrader construction which differs from that presented in [6] and [ll]. As 
remarked in [6] it is important for theoretical purposes to exhibit 0. S. (physical) 
positivity directly in the lattice approximation. Furthermore if some physical 
information, such as an approximate mass, is to be extracted from the lattice 
approximation it is also important that the transfer matrix be non-negative. 
Following the construction of the lattice theory each of these two properties will 
be verified. The development parallels that in the preceeding section. 
Let P(a) be the lattice in Rd of integer multiples of a > 0. We will write 
zig:) for P(u) 7- (42, a/2,..., u/2). Iff is a function from 2&2(a) to F @F we 
f(p) = (2+d’2 c udf(un)e--Wan 
ne.z$ 
Let Vj be the j’th finite difference operator defined by: 
Vjf(n) = & (f(un -{ uej) - f(an - uej)) 
where ej is thej’th unit vector in 17%“. Itis easy to see that: 
T$(p) = iU-’ SiIl(Upj) f(p). 
Define p?(u) = u-l sin upj , w&(p) = u+ x:j”=, sin2 upj + m2, and p(u) = 
x:-l r,pj(u). The Hilbert space, J&(U), of the lattice approximation we take to 
be the space of functions f : Z$2(u) + F @F with real inner product: 
and complex structure: 
n 
im - p(u) 
%z(P> 
0 J .f(P,. 
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M’e have written 
fn”L (j* Ef I=‘(’ rtp, .. . In a (Q),, 
--77 I, -~?;n . ~Ti’C 
As above define ~~+(a) = $( 1 f i&(u)) and if a”(f) and a(f) are tht- 
creation on anihilation operators on A(SE(u)) satisfying *( f) N(R) or n(g) cr&( f) 
‘.f, s F,,l then we will write: 
If u, is an orthonormal basis for F then it is natural to single out the fields: 
Y(an, a) == YYn(Sn(u, G’ 0)) 
qan, a) q _ !qS,(O ‘;c u,)) 
where 6,,(um) 7: 1 if m : n and 0 otherwise. 
The “time reflection” 8 is defined on SE(a) as in (2.1). The operator 
is a unitary operator on S,,(u) which intertwines ilE(u) and ( -i 6 ;) as above. 
The subspace &$~-(a) we take to be the set of functions f E XE(a) such that 
LTP:(a)f(an) q = 0 when zd c 0. As in section 2 physical positivitp is a con- 
sequence of the fact that (0 ., .;E-.o isa non-negative definite inner product on 
Gfy;‘(u). 
‘ro prove this observe first that in the Fourier transform variables 
l;-(a) 8.t;(a)* is: 
Thus if 1 k(a).f = F and LFE(a)g =:; G then: 
-$(a) - m - 
%AP) - 
0 
0 
-Ma) + m 
%0(P) 
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We are particularly concerned with the case in whichf, g E SE+(a). Thus we 
assume P(p) = (l/2&7 z+O uF(k; ad) e--i@find and C?(p) = (l/273 x 
c m,,O aG(k amd) e- lrd~md where p = (k, pd). Substituting these in the inner 
product one encounters the dp, integrals: 
s 
n/o 
-n,a we2(p)eiada(md+nd’ dp,
nla 
and 
s 
-n,a pd(a) ~~2(p)e’vda’md’~d’dp~ . 
Each of these integrals can be evaluated by contour integration. First make 
the substitution Od= up, and then let z = eiea with sin Od = (1/2i)(z - x-1) 
and 2 sinz(0,/2) = 1 - cos Od = 1 - $(z + z-l). Since md and nd are each 
half integers greater than zero md + nd is a positive integer. Thus eitmd+%djaPd 
becomes the analytic function z*+u after the change of variables. The factor 
9 + 2Bz + 1 with B = 1 + 2 C,“r,’ sin2(kja/2) + mW/2 occurs in the de- 
nominator of each of the resulting contour integrals. This quadratic polynomial 
has one root a(k) = B - (Be - 1)r12 which is less than 1 and one root a-l(k) =
B + (B2 - 1)lj2 which is greater than 1. Evaluating the residue at z = 01 one 
obtains: 
s 
n/a 
-n,a w,“(p) ei(md+na’nvd dp, = 2niamdfnda(B2 _ 1)-l/2 
s nla -m,apd(a) w,“(p) ei(md+nd’opd d , = 2tic~“d’“~. 
Now define: 
d-l 
and 
Substituting the results of the contour integrations inthe formula for the 
inner product one finds: 
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where I),(k) := w,,(k) z@(k)(l + (az/4) ~,,~(k))m l!a. The fact that the right hand 
side of (3.0) is positive definite is a consequence of ~~*(k)~ = v,+(k), xa+(k)* 
ant, and 0 < D,(k) < 1. To demonstrate this last inequality it is enough 
to show w&k) ~;l(k) < 1. This in turn is implied by (4/S) sin2(ak/2) I 
(1 /S) sin” ak or j sin(uk/2)/ > 4 j sin ak j. This inequality is obvious since 
sin 0 is concave down between 0 and n and between --rr and 0. 
Now let .Xp) denote the Hilbert space of functions .f : ]-rr/a, rria]‘j r + F 
with real inner product: 
Wf, gh = .i I-:: Re(f(k), g(k)),(l L z),(k)) dk 
and complex structure A,(k) = ix,-(k) - iv,-(k). Let -X2’ denote the Hilbert 
space of functions f: [--n/a, ~//a]~-~ -+ F with real inner product: 
* Re(f, gj2 = 4 F a W f(k), g(k)?dl - l),,(k)) & ----ir’a 
and complex structure -A,(k). Define z, :- ~76’) c XL” and a complex 
linear map w,: &$.(a) + X0 by: 
w,f(k) =z [x,-&(k) + cI;i2(k)] E [n,, PI(k) ~-~ x,, &L(k)]. 
The equality (3.0) condenses into: 
and the inner product on the right is in XC, Since 1, waf ,mp : ,,Of, f )E,,, . . .
Ilf !,;,a the map w, is a complex linear contraction which therefore has a bounded 
extension -Ifcwn): A(SE+(u)) + A(x,). Equation (3. I) implies: 
(f((B)A, B) E,n = c?TW”)A, PJV)~:~ 
for A, BE A(A$l(a)). 
If I? E .Y(W, F OF) define: 
qh) = c qun; a)h,,(un)ud + 2 qan, a) h,,(un)u’~. 
h,a h.a 
Sow let .d = J& A&J&J .‘. &(k,,) and AZ := xfi ~,&,,(Oh,j.)l’ ..’ ~~(BkaJ” 
where the sum extends over some finite collection of multiiindices /3. The 
physical positivity for the lattice theory is ( lE,,( , A$A lE,,, 3 0, whenever 
each h,(x) in the definition of 9 is supported on the set s,( ;- 0. The proof is 
precisely analogous to that at the end of the last section, 
The transfer matrix may be identified with the non-negative contraction 
Y(a) on .4(&,). The peculiaritv of the transfer matrix formalism in the lattice 
sW36’3-3 
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approximation in [q does not arise here. Indeed the density (w2,(p)/w,“(p)) dp 
in the definition f.~!$~(a) w s chosen over the alternative (1 /wza( p)) dp precisely 
to avoid this peculiarity (i.e., a “one step” transfer matrix which is not positive). 
It has been observed [6] that the “physical” Hilbert space of the lattice ap- 
proximation, tia , is roughly twice too large to be naturally embedded in the 
free one particle space. Recalling (3.0) and observing that lim,, D,(k) = 1, it 
is evident hat the extra degrees of freedom in &a may be supressed by restricting 
(e., .) to the subspace 9$+(u) _C &$+(a) defined by the condition w&+(a) 2 
3;’ @ 0. 
One may realize this lattice onstruction asan approximation to the continuum 
theory by isometrically embedding #E(u) in J& in the Euclidean representation, 
or #F) in # in the physical representation. Natural intertwining maps for the 
complex structures fl, and A,(a) and for A and fl, are useful for this purpose. 
We will not pursue this matter further here except to refer the reader to [18] 
where the Bose case is treated. 
4. In this section we will prove a simple result which connects the 
Osterwalder-Schrader [7] representation of the Schwinger functions with the 
trace representation of L. Gross [5]. We will then prove a result concerning a
change of covariance in the trace representation. A formula which resembles 
the Matthews-Salam formula is a consequence of this result. 
Let (3, i) be a complex Hilbert space and suppose P and Q are self-adjoint 
operators on (Z’, ;) such that PQ + QP = 0 and Qz = P2 = I. Let Pi = 
&(l & P) and Q* = $(l 3 Q), Ob serve that iP and iQ are complex structures 
on 2. Let a and a* be the annihilation a d creation operators on A(X, iP) 
which satisfy u*(f) u(g) + u(g) u*(f) = (f, g)J where f, g E X. Define 
Y(f) = a*(~-f) + @+f). 
Now let A and A* be the annihilation a d creation operators on A(%‘, iQ) 
which satisfy: A*(f) A(g) + A(g) A*(f) = (f, g),,I for f, g E ;X. Define 
B(f) = A*(f) + A(Pf) on A(&‘, iQ). Observe that P is a conjugation on 
(.Z, iQ) and that B maps Z into a representation f the Clifford algebra 
%?(Z, P) on A(%, iQ). In the following we will use facts about the trace func- 
tional on %Y(X’, P) which can be found in [4]. 
THEOREM 2. If fi E Q+Z and gj E Q-S (j = I,..., N) then: 
<‘-WI> ... ‘KfdY*(gl) ... ‘J’*(gN)h = ‘WU) ... WN) B(g,) ... %A). 
Proof. As in the case of Theorem 1 we first verify this result for N = 1 and 
then show that both sides satisfy reduction formulae from which the general 
case follows. 
Suppose f E Q+# and g E Q-s then: 
(19 y(f) Y*(g)l) = <P-+f, P+g)ie = <f3 P+g>i . 
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Since f and g are real orthogonal vectors and Q commutes with i it follows that: 
<If, (P+ + P-)g)i = 0 or (f, P+g>i = -(f, P--g; . Therefore (1, Y(f) Y'*(g)1 \ 
-- 2If,Pg),.AIsoTr(B( f)B(g)) = J[B(f),B(g)] =- &f, Pg ,Q == i<f, Pg,,. 
This last equality is a consequence of the fact that .f~ Q.3. This finishes the 
case 1V =~ 1. 
The reduction formulae are: 
and 
N /y. 
I =-,p- ) N+j+l Tr(B(f,) B(g,)) Tr(B(f,) *.. B(g,) ... B(g,“)). (4.1) 
The first of these may be proved exactly as (1.5). 
The second was observed already in [5]. 0 ne may prove it by moving B(f,) 
to the right in Tr(B(f,) .*. B(g,,,)). 0 ne ic s u anticommutators with B(gj) p k p 
until it passes B(gN) (the anti-commutators with B(f,) are all zero sincef, ,.f, E 
Q+x). The trace is central and hence the remaining term (-- I) Tr(B(&) “. 
B(gN) B(f,)) = (-1) Tr(B(f,) ... II(g The resulting equation may bc 
solved for Tr(B(f,) ... B(gN)) to give the reduction formula. 1 
Observe that Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 give a representation of the Schwinger 
functions in terms of the trace on a Clifford algebra. We simply take -IV -~ &. , 
iQ = [6 -t] and 
A variant of this representation was first obtained by L. Gross in [Sj. 
We are interested in generalizing this construction somewhat. Let (3,,, i) 
be a complex Hilbert space. Let Q be a self-adjoint operator on (ZO, i) such 
that Q2” = I. Suppose X is an invertible self-adjoint operator on (x0, i) which 
anti-commutes with Q. Since we will be interested in unbounded operators, <Y, 
we mean by this that X-IQ f QX-t = 0. S’ mce X is an invertible self-adjoint 
operator it has a polar decomposition, X = P(X) I X ‘, such that, P(X)z =-: I, 
P(X)* -P(X) and P(X) commutes with i X 1. Furthermore P(X)_0 -r QP(X) = ~0 
and Q will commute with j X (. That P(X) and Q anti-commute may be seen 
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in a number of ways; here we note that this follows from the otherwise useful 
representation: 
P(X) = fc_y (X -d-1 dh. 02 
The integral is understood in the weak sense. Now let ,8(X) be the Hilbert 
space completion of &a in the norm \lfl& = jl 1X \-1’2f\\. The real part of the 
inner product on :8(X) will be given by the natural extension of: 
Since iQ commutes with / X 1-1 it extends to a complex structure on .fl(X), 
We will consider 9(X) a complex Hilbert space with the complex structure ;Q 
and the Hermitian inner product (f, g)x = Re(f, g)r - i Re(iQf, g)x . Since 
P(X) anti-commutes with iQ it is easy to see that P(X) extends to a conjugation 
on Z(X). 
Now let A and A* be the annihilation a d creation operators onthe alternating 
tensor algebra A(#(X)) which satisfy A*(f) A(g) + A(g = (f,gjx 
forf,g E Z(X). 
Define B,(f) = A*(f) + A(P(X) f). Following L. Gross [5] we introduce 
a Q ordering map 7(X): &(X(X)) + @(Z’(X), Z’(X)). Here &Z’(X)) is the 
algebraic alternating tensor algebra over Z’(X) and T(X) is the unique linear 
map with the properties .(X)1 = I, T(X)f = B,(f) for f E 2’(X), and T(X)UV 
= T(X) u~(X)v if u E A,(Q+.;/G(X)) or 7~ E A,(Q-Z(X)). We may now define a
“Berezin functional” on A,(Z$ by il,(xs) 3 u -+ Tr(T(X)u). ?ve will examine 
the behavior of this functional when X varies and Q remains fixed. For com- 
parison with the preceding developments et %0 = L2(Iw”, F OF), Q = [: -i] 
and X = [,,L’$“‘$p]. Th en <r(X) == (H-ij2([Wd, F @F), iQ) and the Berezin 
functional is just the trace representation of the Schwinger functions described 
above. In the Yukawa model the relationship between this functional nd the 
functional associated with X -I- 4 is of interest. Here 4 is a symmetric matrix 
valued multiplication operator on La(l!P, F OF) which anti-commutes with Q. 
The formula for a change of covariance in Theorem 3 below will not apply 
directly tothis situation but was motivated by its consideration. 
Suppose X and Y are invertible s lf-adjoint operators on so which both 
anti-commute with Q. We will say that Y is a relative trace class perturbation 
of X if and only if P(X) - j X /~-i/z Y 1 X j-i/a is a trace class operator on &$ . 
This is equivalent to assuming that YX-l - 1 is a trace class operator on .X(X). 
Observe that YX-1 - 1 leaves Q+X(X) invariant and define Z = restriction of 
(YX-l - 1) to Q+-%‘(X). Let (ej> be an orthonormal basis for Q+%?(X) and 
define rjj = P(X)ej We now state atheorem on the change of covariance: 
THEOREM 3. If X and Y are invertible self-adjoint operators on 2” which 
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anti-commute with Q and if Y is a relative trace class perturbation of X then jar 
* E A,(%): 
,rr(To,)U) = lim Tr(+W exp lX’4;, Zen * ‘j) 
77-m det(1 L Z) t 
Furthermore T(S) exp xy:, Zej A E, converges in L*(%(X)) to an element in 
L’(%(X)) as m --j co. 
The reader may convince himself that this formula is, for s0 finite dimensional, 
a simple consequence of the Berezin trace formula given by I,. Gross (see 
Theorem 3.4 in [5]). The p roof given below uses the trace class Fredholm 
theory [13]. Indeed most of the ideas for this applications appear alread!- in 
the work of Seiler and Simon on the Yukawa model [S]. 
In order to simplify the notation we adopt the following comentions .%’ 
-2Y(di>, % --z- %(X(X), P(X)), P = T(X), f == P(S)f, B(f) z- B,r( f ), and 
p,,, ~~= orthogonal projection on the span of (e, ... P,,,:. Furthermore we shall 
write fi .‘.fN :fi A ... AfN :=de* (l/N!l’*) Co sgn ofo(l) 0 ‘.. @~if”(~) when 
there seems to be no possibility of confusion. The notation xz will denote the 
sum over all multi indices LY with 0 < oij < m for each component 01, 
We will prove Theorem 3 in a sequence of lemmas beginning with: 
LEMMA 3.0. Suppose Z is a bounded operator on Q. .W then: 
det( 1 -+ Zp,) = Tr (7 cxp f Zr, A e, ). 
,=-I 
Proof. 
-Trf C We,J ... 4RJ W%,) ... B(eb,). 
k=O al<...<ol,; 
It is a consequence of the reduction formula (4.1) and induction that: 
The trace being computed above becomes: 
i f det[<Ze ac , e,,‘)] = f Tr(A”(Zp,,,)) = det(1 -‘- Zp,,,). 
k=” tl. “.‘ ‘d,, k=O 
The trace in this last formula is, of course, the usual trace of a finite dimensional 
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operator, not the Clifford algebra trace. This expansion for the determinant 
is discussed in detail in [13]. 
LEMMA (3.1). Suppose Z is a bounded operator on Q+S such that I + Z is 
invertible. If m is chosen large enough so that 1 + Zp, is invertible and ;f fi , gi 
(i = l,...,,N) are in the span of {el ... e,} then: 
W”(l + zp,)-lf, ... fN, & ... j5.4 det(l + Zp,) 
= Tr(,[-f, ~.*fl(exp~Zej~,)g, *-.g,,,)). 
Proof. The multilinearity n (4.3) makes it necessary to consider only the 
case fi = eki and gi = e,, .Define: 
and suppose that k, , li < m (i = I,..., N). It is a result from [8] that the left 
hand side of (4.3) is equal to 
a*p, ... aXN det(l -1 ZN(4~,)lA, . 
Employing the preceding lemma this derivative is: 
Let us concentrate on the A, derivative. Observe that in the derivative: 
there will be j terms each distinguished by the presence of a/&Z(A)e,, = 
6 kNaiel (i = 1, 2,..., j). In the term containing SkNaie, the 0~~ summation may 
be don: and the remaining summation indices relabegd so that they become 
01~ ... aj-r . In each such term ekN may be moved to the front and gzN may be 
moved to the rear with sign changes that exactly cancel. Making the further 
observation that ZN(X)/ANzO = Z,_,(X) we have: 
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Substituting this back in (4.4) and repeating the same calculation (A- - 1) more 
times, one arrives at (4.3). a 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose Z is a trace class operator on Q+X. Introduce 
a parameter s and define Vm(s) = 7 exp x7=, sZej A .c~ . We shall consider this 
as a curve in La(V). Differentiating with respect to s one finds: 
where L,, is left multiplication by B(u) and R, is right multiplication by B(u). 
Employing the duality transform D: L2(%) -+ A(-#) and (see [4]): 
DL,,D l = A*(u) :m A(c) 
DR,,D-L = [A*(u) - A(u)] r(-I) 
one finds: 
$ Dvm(s) = f [A*(Zej) + A(Zej)][A*(E,i) - A(e,)] DVm(s). 
j=l 
We have used the equality r(--1) DVJs) L= DL,(s), a result which follows 
from the fact that V,(s) is an even element of L2(Q). 
Since A*(Zej) + A(Zej) is complex linear in ej and A *(zj) -- ;l(ej) is complex 
anti-linear it follows that Cyi, (A*(Zej) + A(zj))(AV(ej) - ,4(ej)) is inde- 
pendent of the choice of orthonormal basis for p,,?N . We may suppose therefore 
that Zpn, has a canonical expansion: Zp,, T= x:=X A:.“” I., ej fj where {e,) and 
ff,J are orthonormal bases for p,.%? and the As.“’ are eigenvalues of I Zp,,, . Now 
if u and c are orthogonal then I( A*(u) 7; &~(u)I := u ‘. Hence 
j 1 [A*(Ze,) L A4(Zej)][A*(Pj) - -4(e,)] j ;, /y. (4.5) 
, =I 
Now assume that A?) > A;“‘) “. >, A?). If A, ;’ A2 ‘.. is the sequence of 
eigenvalues for / Z I then j Z j > j Zp, ; implies that Xi 2 A(,“” by a standard 
mm-max argument. Thus ,Yy=i Al”’ < Cy=r Aj and since ET=, Aj c: ix, it follows 
from (4.5) that m -CL, [A*(Zej) + A(zj)][A”(Ej) - A( is a Cauchy 
sequence in operator norm and hence converges. Since DV,,(O) I we have: 
i DV,,(s) = exp s , g [A*(Ze,) + A(25j)][24*(Fi) - .-l(ei)][ I.
,- 1 
It follows that DV&s) converges in A(X) as m --f cx. or equivalently l,,,(s) 
converges in L2(V) as m + ~0. Let V(1) == lim,?,,, V?,,(I). 
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Suppose now that 1 + 2 is invertible. Lemma 3.1 applies o that: 
(flN(l + -@,)-lfl ..a f~, & ..- go) det(l + ZP,> 
T exp 2 Zej A sj B(g,) *.a B(g,)). (4.6) 
j=l 
One may now take the limit m -+ cc on both sides of (4.6). The operator 
(1 + Zpm)-l will converge strongly to (1 + 2)-i, det(1 + Z”,) will converge 
to det(1 + 2) and the right hand side will converge to: Tr(B(f,) ... B(fN) V(1) X 
B(g,) ... B(g,)). In the equality which resultsf$ and ej are restricted to be finite 
linear combinations of the basis vectors ej . This restriction may now be removed 
in the m = co form of (4.6) by an obvious density and continuity argument. 
We have then for fj , gj E Q+%: 
(flN(l + 2))lfi .*.fN, g1 ... ghi) det(l + 2) 
= WB(fN) 9.. Wd v(l) %d ... B&N)) 
= ,!iz TQ(fN) ... Wd Kd) Ned .*. BkNN- 
Observe that from this last equality and the uniqueness of weak limits in L”(g) 
we may conclude that V( 1) = limm+ 7 exp zyL1 Zej A .F~ is actually independent 
of the choice of orthonormal basis ej in Q+s. In particular we may suppose 2 
has a canonical expansion 2 = ET=1 A,(., ej)fj .A simple estimate now shows 
that 7 exp z:“,, hjfj A cj converges in L”(V) as m + co. Thus V(1) E L”(V). 
Suppose now that 2 is the operator of Theorem 3 so that (1 + 2)-r = 
restriction fXY-1 to Q+%. Then the left hand side of (4.6) becomes 
(AN(l + Z)-lfl ... fN , if1 ... gNh det(l + Z) 
= (nN(XY-l)fi ... fj,! , & ... gN)r det(1 + Z) 
= det[<.h ,Y%>x,] det(l + Z) 
= (-1) NW - 1) 
2 Tr(Bdfd *.. BY(~ -*. B&N)) det(l + Z> 
= (-l)N(N-i)/2 Tr(T(Y)f, ... fNgl *.* gN) det(1 + Z). 
Inverting the order of thefi in (4.6) introduces a sign change of (-l)N(N-1)/2 
on the right hand side. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 1 
Theorem 2 makes it very easy to translate Theorem 3 into the Osterwalder- 
Schrader representation. In fact a direct proof in this representation issomewhat 
simpler than the one we presented since the duality transform is unnecessary. 
There are a number of reasons why we preferred to state this result in the trace 
representation. The first reason concerns a possible generalization to Schmidt 
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class perturbations in which the gauge space of the Clifford algebra plays a role. 
If in formula (4.2) det( 1 + 2) is replaced by det,( I -4 2) and T[exp xz1 Ze,, A 2.J 
is replaced by r[expCE, (Zej A cj - (Zej , ej))] a natural formula for relative 
Schmidt class perturbations results provided the “renormalized action” con- 
verges inLi(V?) as m -+ co. 
A second reason concerns the special character of the “action,” 
7(expxT=t Zej A gj). If T is a map on X which preserves the complex bilinear 
form <., P .I then the transformation B(f) - B(Tf) preserves the generator 
relations for the Clifford algebra and hence extends to an automorphism of 
%(,X, P). It is natural to ask if this automorphism is an inner automorphism; 
that is, does there exist an invertible r(T) in the Clifford algebra such that 
I’(T)R(f) f(T)-l = B(Tf)? Th ere are formulas for f(T) when .iy is tinite 
dimensional [I], [14]. Some work has also been done to make sense of such 
formulas in the Fock representations of 9?(X) when .X is infinite dimensional 
and 7‘ commutes with P [IO]. The awkward continuity properties (i.e., non- 
existent) of the map T: rl(.Z) -+ U(H) makes the translation of such formulas 
to infinite dimensions an interesting question. This problem is a non-commutative 
analogue of the problem of assigning an operator to a symbol for a pseudo 
differential operator in infinitely many variables. The “action” 7(expz,tz, Zei A r,) 
r(T) for the complex orthogonal T = (1 ~.~ Z) pl P( 1 1. Z)mlP. 
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